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Apollo Communication Options
Using street lights as ubiquitous universal technology platform
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Using Street Lights as Ubiquitous Universal Technology
Platform
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Light Control
The Apollo lights contain a microntroller which controls the LED driver, reads LED temerature,
voltage and current and distributes power to the LED boards.
It also controls 3 color LEDs on the LED board which show the status
of the light and the radio, visible under the installed light. This board
is called the triple power board.

The triple power board can powered by the aux power of the LED
drive or by a separate 5W power supply, dependend on the
configuration.

The Apollo Metro radio module is plugged into the
triple power board which controls all functions of
the street light.
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Light Control: Apollo Radio Module
There are 4 versions of the radio module available:
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Light Control: Apollo Radio Module Cont’d.
The channels can be 6.25 or 12.5 kHz wide, with an output power
of up to 2W RF out. This allows a control range of over 10 miles
from the control Gateway to the light.

The radio board has an optional serial interface as well
as an optional Ethernet interface to communicate with
other devices in or around the light. It also has a 2.4
GHz Radio which can be configured as a WiFi access
point, a WiFi client or as a bluetooth radio.

This 2.4 GHz module is used for the initial setup of the light
and the radio in the field, using and Android tablet. There are
many parameters which can be set. The setup screen has a
simplified standard mode and a password protected expert
mode.

The radio can also be switched into a digital LMR radio mode,
supporting several modes, such as P25 or DMR. The radio connects via
Ethernet or WiFi to a central reflector system which in turn connect to
the existing base station repeaters of the network.
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Gateway
The Apollo Server uses an SQL data base which
collects all collected data, it also holds a reference
table which logically links the lumianire addresses to
circuit and pole numbers as well as longitude and
latitude for a graphical representaion of the
information collected.

The Apollo Metro Server collects data from
the Gateway, using an MQTT based protocol.
It is running on an Ubuntu server and can be
accessed from Windows and mobile Android
devices.
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Server
The Apollo Metro Gateway is the interface between the Apollo Metro Radios in the street lights
and the central control server.
The Gateway has a broadcast mode. In this mode,
commands (such as dimming at midnight) can be
sent to all lights or group of light simultaniously.

One Gateway can handle over 1000 lights. With an
output power with up to 25W it controls devices up
to 20 miles away.

The other mode is the polling mode, which is used
to check on each light sequentially, collecting
values such as power, voltage, temperature. Each
light is checked multiple times per night.

The radio connects either to an Ethernet or Fiber to
the central control server or, alternatively through
a VPN via a cellular LTE modem.

Multiple Gateways can share one antenna, using
duplexers. Typical extended dipole antennas with 4
dipoles are recommended.
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Communication Options for Apollo Street Light Cameras
Apollo street light cameras have an Ethernet interface, which supports different video protocols mainly ONVIF and http. As the
range of an Ethernet cable is imited to 300ft (100m), other media for backhauling have to be implemented, depending on the
topologie of the respective project. The following text discusses several options, which are by no means complete, but give an
overview of the possibilities.

Ethernet
When the street lights are within 300ft of a building,
or outdoor NEMA box, they can be connected to an
Ethernet switch which is then connected to a digital
DVR. This is the most simple solution and works very
reliably on parking lots, when the Ethernet cable can
be routed through an existing conduit.

Cable
When the camera street lights are near a cable
modem (which can be installed outdoors in a NEMA
box) the Ethernet cables are connected to a VPN
router mirrored by another VPN router on the central
side. Keep in mind, the uplink speed of the cable
modem is relevant, not the downlink speed! A typical
HD stream is 2 Mbit/s, a 4k stream about 4 Mbit/s. To
have some reserve, 15MBit/s is a good number.

Wifi
When existing parking lot lights are replaced, it is
often not possible to route Ethernet cable to the
main building. In this case, the street light
cameras can be connected via WiFi. Apollo offers
camera lights with Ubiquiti bullet radios, which
support both 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz bands, with
protocols up to 802.11ac. The street lights can
directly connect to the WiFi of the next building,
which often exists, or to an outdoor Ubiquiti AP,
which might be installed on the roof for better
coverage.
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Communication Options for Apollo Street Light Cameras
Apollo street light cameras have an Ethernet interface, which supports different video protocols mainly ONVIF and http. As the
range of an Ethernet cable is imited to 300ft (100m), other media for backhauling have to be implemented, depending on the
topologie of the respective project. The following text discusses several options, which are by no means complete, but give an
overview of the possibilities.

LTE
On remote sites, such as construction sites, there is
often no internet link available. Apollo offers camera
lights with built in LTE modems which overcome this
obstacle by using cellular internet connectivity.
Our sister company, M2M Dynamics (www.m2mdynamics.com) offers complete VPN solution,
including carrier data connectivity, VPN service and
maintenance. However, keep in mind that the amount
of data in a video stream is very high, which leads to
a high monthly cost for such a link.
There are several solutions to manage this:
 Lowering the resolution
 Transmitting the amount of frames per second
 Establishing the VPN on demand only

LTE/DVR
Another way to overcome the problem of cellular
overload is to include the DVR in the street light
camera. Apollo offers DVRs with 128/256GB memory
cards and 4 analog inputs with HD resolution, an LTE
modem and a GPS receiver to show the location of the
street light camera on a map.
During regular operation, a low resolution frame is
transmitted per second, leaving the data stream under
100 kB/s. If an alarm occurs the DVR can be accessed
remotely and a high resolution stream of the event
can be downloaded.
The DVR can also act as a SIP speaker phone, a
microphone and a speaker can be installed in the
pole. Additionally, there are digital I/O lines available
to be connected to actors and sensors around the
camera street light on a project-specific base.
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Software: Gateway Dashboard
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Software: Lighting Server Dashboard Windows
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Software: Lighting Server Dashboard Windows
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Software: Lighting Server Dashboard Windows
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Software: Lighting Server Dashboard Windows
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Software: Radio Configuration Android
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Software: Radio Configuration Android
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Software: Video Dashboard
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Software Data Base
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Sensors

• Temperature
• Humidity
• Illumination
• Gun Shot
• Etc.
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Using Street Lights as Ubiquitous Universal
Technology Platform

Apollo Metro Solutions
Luminaires can be used as a
‘‘telecom hotel“ for all kinds
of sensors, actors, telecom
platforms for any smart city
application.

Apollo Metro can develop
any application in house,
both on the hardware
as well as on the software
side.
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